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Editorial
I am very happy to report that there have been a number of contributors to this
issue, making my task so much easier. But never one to be totally sa sﬁed, let’s
have more of you contribu ng. This issue features the new Laws which will
come into eﬀect on 1st July, 2014. The Bri sh Championships will be the ﬁrst
big event in Britain to apply the new Laws. (It is normally the Sco sh but having combined this with the Commonwealth the event starts on 30th June so will
use the current Laws throughout.) I believe that the Bri sh may have provision
for mobile phones and other communica ng devices to be stored and not
brought into the playing area or venue.
Changes to the Laws
There have been quite a number of changes made, some cosme c but some signiﬁcant.
The CAA website contains a full copy of the Laws as well as a copy with comments
which can be downloaded.
Removed from the Preface is the part allowing countries to introduce addi onal
rules for purely internal events. Indeed it is now recommended that this should not
happen. The former Ar cle 14 is now included in the Preface.
3.10 Illegal Move/Posi on – This is new. The deﬁni on of an illegal posi on covers
only a very few situa ons. If one of the players has 2 white squared bishops and 8

pawns then the posi on is illegal. However, if he only has seven pawns the posi on
could have come about by promo on (even if both players deny that happened!!)
so is not illegal.
In 4.3 (Touch Move) wording has been added to make clear that the deliberate
touching must be with the inten on of moving or capturing.
4.6 clariﬁes the method of pawn promo on, establishing that it is not necessary to
actually move the pawn to the far side of the board. It is permissible simply to put
the new piece on the square that the pawn would have moved to.
4.9 States disabled player may have someone make the move for him
6.2a conﬁrms that making your next move completes the previous one. Some
people were arguing that if a clock was not pressed at, say, move 27 then the clock
press at move 28 only completed move 27. This change removes the possibility of
such a claim being made. Whilst, technically a loss could be awarded to a player
who forgot to press his clock on move 40 and have his ﬂag drop on his 41st move
this would be against the spirit of the amendment. Indeed it would be diﬃcult to
prove on which move the failure to press the clock occurred.
6.2c and 8.1e conﬁrm that a player who is unable to press the clock himself but
has to use an assistant will not be given a me penalty if the reason is one of disability.
6.7 Removes the automa c default me (was 0 and before that 1hr). The tournament regula ons must give the default me. It is not stated what happens if no
default me is given. Is it assumed to be 0 or when the ﬂag falls?
7.1 conﬁrms that following an illegal move it is possible to leave the chessclock at its
current mes. Adding extra me when a number of moves had to be taken back
could have disrupted the mings of future rounds.
7.5 concerns illegal moves. Here there are two signiﬁcant changes. If a player
completes a second illegal move in the game then they will lose (currently it is the
third such move which loses). Also if a player promotes a pawn but does not replace it with another piece this will cons tute an illegal move AND the pawn will be
replaced by a QUEEN of the appropriate colour. The player will not have the op on
of underpromo ng.
Though not new, the recording of a draw oﬀer requirement (=) is moved to the
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main Laws. (8.1d)
9.5 reduces the penalty for an incorrect claim for a draw by 50 moves or repe
to 2 minutes from 3.

on

9.6 introduces two more situa ons where the result of the game is a draw. Neither
say “This immediately ends the game”, which may explain the strange wording in
9.6a. It also allows the arbiter to stop the clock if necessary.
9.6

If one or both of the following occur(s) then the game is drawn:
a.

the same posi on has appeared, as in 9.2b, for at least ﬁve consecu ve alternate moves by each player.

b.

the last 75 moves have been completed by each player without the
movement of any pawn and without any capture.

Consider the following. 31 N(b1)c3 N(b8)c6 32 Nb1 Nb8 33 Na3 Nc6 34 Nb1 Nb8
35 …. This is drawn on moves 38, 40, 42 etc. I do not understand the inclusion of ‘at
least’ here. It is even more puzzling when the wording has not been included in part
b where in my opinion it would have been more useful.
Now consider 31 Bb2 Bb7 32 Ba3 Ba6 33 Bc1 Bc8 and this sequence repeats 5
mes. This is not drawn under 9.6a.
In the ar cle on the conduct of the players, 11.2 now states that, without the arbi3

ter’s permission, a person who is neither a player nor an arbiter will not be allowed
access to the playing hall.
The controversial ar cle is 11.3b. This bans players from bringing mobile phones
and other electronic means of communica on into the playing VENUE. The default
situa on for contravening this is the loss of the game. This applies even if the phone
does not ring. A compe on may specify a diﬀerent less severe penalty (so hanging
and ﬂogging are ruled out!). It does not allow ‘no penalty’ so a warning is the least
severe op on listed in the Laws (Ar cle 12.9). Persistent refusal to comply s ll results in the loss of the game however
Players are now oﬃcially allowed to ask the arbiter for clariﬁca on on par cular
points of the Laws (11.9).
It is clariﬁed that the signing of a scoresheet does not prevent a player from making
an appeal unless the compe on rules state otherwise.
Added to the list of du es of the arbiter are to ensure fair play and to take special
measures for disabled players and those requiring medical a en on (12.2).
The arbiter now has the powers to appoint assistants to observe games (12.4). The
obvious case would be me scrambles but would also include the situa on where
the players are known to have a ‘history’. It does not say if these assistants have to
be licenced by FIDE!!!!
Rapidplay games (Appendix A) now extend down to over 10 minutes from 15.
For games to be conducted under the normal Laws not only must the supervision be
one arbiter per three games or less but the games must also be recorded.
Where the special rules are in opera on there seems to be a move to bring greater
similarity between these and the Blitz Laws.
Correc ons to wrong set-up of pieces and the clock can be carried out un l 10
moves are played (previously 3 moves). The clocks can be adjusted a er this if it
would aﬀect the running of the compe on e.g the clock set for hours instead of
minutes or a large increment being added.
If the incorrect placement of king or rook is not no ced within this number then
castling cannot take place with any such piece, previously only the king was menoned.
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The ﬁrst illegal move loses provided it is no ced by the arbiter or the opponent before making his next move. If the claim is not made in me then the game con nues. (The players may correct the posi on by mutual agreement.)
If the arbiter sees both kings are in check or a pawn is on the furthest rank he shall
wait un l the next move is played and if the illegal posi on is s ll on the board then
the game will be declared drawn.
For Blitz games the penal es given elsewhere in the Laws as 2 minutes will be one
minute.
Removed from both Rapidplay and Blitz is the instruc on that an arbiter cannot call
ﬂagfall.
In Appendix C on nota on the Laws now recognise that the capture indicated by x,
eg Bxe5, need not be used. Unfortunately this makes the new 75 move rule more
diﬃcult to implement as an arbiter may not know from a scoresheet when the last
capture was made.
Appendix D for those with visual disabili es now recognises the speaking clock.
Appendix E for adjournments has one change. The default me for resump on
shall be the same as for the main session.
Quickplay Finishes has been moved from the main Laws to Appendix G. Also combined into this is the situa on when no arbiter is present. The QPF applies to Standard and Rapidplay games only.
There are two major changes. The decision of the arbiter may now be appealed and
there is a new op on if one player wishes. It is “If the player having the move has
less than two minutes le on his clock, he may request that a me delay or cumulave me of an extra ﬁve seconds be introduced for both players, if possible. The
clocks shall then be set with the extra me; the opponent shall be awarded two extra minutes and the game shall con nue.”
It must be announced in advance if Quickplay ﬁnishes are to be allowed.
There is now a Glossary included.
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Comments for Arbiters on 2014 Laws.
The following was drawn up by Alex McFarlane and David Welch and will be the
default op on in England and Scotland following the introduc on of the 2014 Laws
on July 1st.. Tournaments may adapt these but must state so on their entry forms.
If an event is to be FIDE rated then the FIDE Laws must apply.
The following default situa ons will apply to all Bri sh events which do not state
otherwise on their entry forms.
The default me is 30 minutes for standard games and 10 minutes for
rapidplay.
For Rapidplay and Blitz events the normal Laws will be amended as in Appendix
A4 (B4)
Appendix G (Quickplay Finishes) will apply to events without incremental me
controls. Draw claims in the last two minutes (G6) will not apply where 5
second increments (G4) is possible. (Even though no arbiter may be present, leagues should consider adop ng this op on.)
A total ban on mobile phones would be unacceptable at Bri sh events. Therefore the penalty of a loss should be amended to a ﬁne or warning (but see
below).
Illegal Moves (7.5b & Appendix A4b)
For inexperienced players (indicated by age and/or grade) it is advisable not to enforce this Ar cle with its full vigour. Each illegal move should be penalised by giving
the opponent addi onal me un l the arbiter decides it is too distrac ng. The opponent will be given an addi onal 2 minutes in standard play and 1 minute in
Rapidplay. (The tournament entry form should state if this exemp on applies. An
error could s ll be punished to the full extent of the Laws.)
Arbiter Declaring Game Drawn (9.6b)
5 fold posi on occurrences require observa on of the game. The 5 repe ons
should occur within 8 moves to be valid. As always it is the posi on which is important not the moves.
The 75 move rule is interpreted as - The Arbiter may use the evidence of a clear
scoresheet in which captures and pawn moves are easily dis nguishable to add to
the number of moves counted by him or his assistant that were observed but not
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recorded. It is best that there is no gap between the end of recording and the beginning of coun ng. This rule does not require the arbiter to a empt to record the
game.
Players are advised that although indica ng captures is no longer necessary it would
be useful in these circumstances.
11.3 Mobile Phones Ban
It may be that some organisers will wish to ban mobile phones etc. from their event.
That is acceptable. The entry form should state this.
It is acknowledged that for some people having a mobile phone with them at a chess
event is a necessity. Therefore the default situa on should be:
Where there is no safe keeping place for mobiles etc. the following will apply:
If anyone intends to bring a phone with them to a chess event they should register
that posi on and their phone number with the organiser. Such phones should be
switched oﬀ completely (there may be excep ons for doctors on call etc).
If such a switched oﬀ phone makes a sound, e.g. low ba ery beep, then Law 11.5
applies.
If the phone is found to be switched on then the player should be defaulted.
In the applica on of these guidelines the en re tournament shall count as one instance.
The entry form should provide space to register the phone and number. The penalty
could be a ﬁne of £1 used for a good cause.
Some organisers may wish players to register at the event. Another penalty which
may be issued would be a warning.
For games not under the supervision of arbiters (e.g. some league games) it is recognised that mobile phone use may be needed. This should be done with the
knowledge of both captains. When this is done a more lax approach can be used. It
is inappropriate to impose a penalty when any noise emi ed is less than the ambient noise in the room.
If dealing with a blind player and an illegality occurs as in D8. The clock should be
treated as in Ar cle 7.1
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Players should be made aware that it is in their own interests to record captures
with x as in Ar cle C9.
Neither Rapidplay nor Blitz states that the arbiter cannot call ﬂag-fall. Therefore
the arbiter should call ﬂag-fall as detailed in
Ar cle 6.

ECF Policy on FIDE Licencing
Those seeking the minimum FIDE Arbiter Licence through the ECF will now be required to
pass either the FIDE Arbiters’ Exam or the ECF
equivalent. Exis ng people who have not
passed an exam will be required to do so within
6 months.
The ECF Arbiter regula ons are changing. You can ﬁnd the new regula ons in full
at
h p://www.englishchess.org.uk/arbiters/ecf-arbiters/
The main changes are:
(1) Following legal advice, it will no longer be a requirement to have a DBS Check
to be an ECF Arbiter
(2) From 1st September, 2014, tournaments yet to be registered without a Level 1
Arbiter or above will not be registered with FIDE, even if these tleholders are Licensed with FIDE.
(3) From 1st July, 2014, a BCF Arbiter who wishes to transfer his tle to an ECF Arbiter tle will be asked to sit a Test on the current Laws of Chess.
The original tles have been retained, and the essence of progressing through each
level has remained the same as before.
Juniors Create Diﬀerent Problems
By Sco Freeman
A lot of this informa on is listed in the order I believe it happened, but my involvement was aﬀected by the fact that I had diﬀerent and conﬂic ng informa on coming at me at diﬀerent mes and from diﬀerent sources. As such, what I was told
happened and when it happened was not ini ally clear. Indeed, some logis cs
have only dawned on me during the following day as I have thought it through.
Somewhere around move 43 in a match between BLACK and WHITE, FRIEND (a
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former school colleague of BLACK'S before he (FRIEND) changed schools in the
summer), is walking down the room and is somehow le with the impression by
BLACK that he (BLACK) has lost the game. BLACK when asked later what he said
denied saying anything and this is supported by WHITE who says both players were
in their seats. FRIEND is someone I believe ﬁrmly would not have involved himself
in the game without the belief that the game had ﬁnished as he knows the tournament scene well, however it could be that he incorrectly assumed that because
BLACK was busy copying down moves oﬀ WHITE's scoresheet that the game must
have concluded. FRIEND states that BLACK told him that he (BLACK) had
lost. WHITE has not claimed that there had been a resigna on and did not no ce
anything said. However white had past pawns on the 6th and 7th rank and BLACK
may have been struggling to see the defence.
FRIEND, in the complete belief that the game was over, began to show BLACK and
WHITE how the game might have con nued. Neither player (apparently) stopped
him. I will come back to that in a moment.
About 10 moves AFTER this happened, WHITE came to me (the ﬁrst involvement I
had) to comment that BLACK was not wri ng his moves down and could he claim a
win? No men on was made of the other issue. Of course I informed WHITE that
he couldn't claim a win and that he must oﬀer his scoresheet to BLACK when it was
BLACK'S move so BLACK could get his scoresheet up straight. WHITE went back to
the board and con nued to play.
Going back to the demonstra on by FRIEND, it appears that either WHITE (as I assume he was the only one wri ng his moves down at the me) or both players,
actually then recorded the moves that FRIEND demonstrated on the board - and
then con nued the game! It appears that FRIEND played both players' 43rd move
and BLACK'S 44th move (or thereabouts)! What I was told later was that WHITE
had apparently raised the issue at the me with a 17.5 year old who regularly assisted us with the running of our junior events in the mistaken belief that he would
tell me or deal with it. But this chap wasn't oﬃcially an arbiter in this event and
was playing himself. Nobody told me and the game con nued.
When asked why he didn't come to me at the me, WHITE claims that he couldn't
leave the room because he couldn't leave the playing hall whilst it was his
move. One assumes, therefore that either the moves were being played too quickly - or that WHITE was using that as an excuse for not raising the ma er earlier
whilst he was s ll in the game. Did he only raise the issues when he started losing?
Quite possibly! He could, a er all, have raised it with me when he came upstairs to
raise the issue about the move sheet. But equally it must be considered that he did
tell someone he could be reasonably argued to have believed had authority.
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Near the end of the game, another school colleague (younger) of BLACK'S then indicated a move that BLACK should play. BLACK may have played it anyway but the
game was as good as over at the me, with BLACK close to the victory. This is almost
irrelevant but just adds to the craziness of the situa on. That player was suitably
cked oﬀ.
There are people with diﬀerent views on what should now happen. Does the fact
BLACK allegedly declared that he had lost (something out of the 3 of them that only
FRIEND feels happened - perhaps FRIEND is claiming that because he realised he
made a mistake and saying that was the best cover?) mean that he should have
been declared as the loser at that moment? I only heard this close to the end of the
game. Or was he just indica ng to FRIEND that he was as good as lost - and FRIEND
mis-understood? Or does the fact that both players then played on, legally mean
they accepted the status quo that FRIEND had unwi ngly played a part in the
game?
As I say, I only became aware that BLACK had allegedly stated that he had lost shortly before WHITE ﬁnally resigned (i.e. some me a er I had ﬁrst become involved in
the situa on). Should that have aﬀected how I originally dealt with the situa on?
Both players had to go home as their game had run longer than normal, etc, so perhaps I would have liked to quiz them a li le more. FRIEND'S father is adamant
WHITE should be awarded the win- but that argument possibly only holds IF the
version of events by FRIEND that BLACK stated he had lost is true! But does the fact
WHITE played on (even allowing for his youth and innocence) mean he accepted the
posi on? Or does the fact he tried to no fy someone cover him?
You can ask the audience, phone a friend, or take a 50-50........
Chess Murder
The following was ﬁrst reported on RTE News on Sunday 12 January, 2014. It subsequently was more widely reported with some gruesome details added.
Gardaí believe a man who was killed at his home in Castleknock in the early hours of
this morning died in a dispute over a game of chess.
The vic m, who was in his late 30s, was a acked and stabbed to death at his home
in Beechpark Avenue.
A 34-year-old man was arrested at the scene and is being ques oned at Blanchardstown Garda Sta on.
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Glasgow League Incident
David Sedgwick contacted me to remind me that a similar incident almost occurred
at the 2011 Surrey Easter Congress. At that me a number of emails were sent
round asking for opinion. The general feeling was that 6.8 applied (a ﬂag has not
fallen un l it is spo ed by an arbiter of player. 6.11 states that if it cannot be established which ﬂag fell ﬁrst then the game shall con nue or if it is the last session then
it ends as a draw. With an analogue clock then 6.11 would deﬁnitely apply.
David Welch said at that me“For a DGT only one ﬂag appears. It is deemed to appear when a player correctly
claims that it has appeared. The Laws do not consider any forensic reconstruc on.
In the cri cal case under discussion, there was no loss on
me.
An arbiter is however allowed to say that he saw a ﬂag appear while a
par cular move was being made, because there is some mes a short
delay before the arbiter can stop the game.
The Law was designed carefully: it gives a consistent result and puts
some responsibility on a player to claim at the right me. “
This echoed my opinion. Stewart Reuben said that he agreed though arbiters elsewhere were interpre ng it diﬀerently.
However, having looked at the FIDE tournament regula ons which indicate that the
same type of clock should be used throughout a tournament to ensure that the
Laws are consistent, I think that Bri sh arbiters should be falling in line with others.
Having said that I could argue that in events, such as leagues, where a variety of
clocks are used then the digital should be treated in the same way as an analogue.

Arbiter Proﬁle
ECF Manager of Arbiters (Home) Ma hew Carr
Name: Ma hew John Carr
Arbi ng Experience: I ﬁrst started ge ng into arbi ng when I was Records Secretary of the Cannock
League. The cons tu on gave no real ideas on what
the powers of the Records Secretary were when dealing with disputes. I learned the laws to deal with situa ons. My ﬁrst tournament was helping out at the
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Staﬀordshire Junior Congress run by Traci Whi ield. I enjoyed the experience so
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much I wanted to do more. A er a few more tournaments to build up my conﬁdence and having been through one or two disasters I applied to do an arbiters
course. On my second a empt I passed the course with ﬂying colours. I went to
work with arbiters Roger Edwards, Dave Thomas, and Alan Ruﬄe to name but a few.
Working with them I gained more experience and asking ques ons to them when I
encountered a problem or had an idea I didn’t really understand and in July 2011 I
was made an ECF Arbiter. That was the same year I was invited to the Bri sh Championships in Sheﬃeld and have been on the team ever since. I have always driven
myself to be the best that I can be. To this end I’ve worked with many senior arbiters like Dave Welch, Lara Barnes, Alex McFarlane, Peter Purland and Kevin
Staveley. During 2012 I was told that they needed someone to run the Liveboards at
the Bri sh. Being a student learning crea ve compu ng at University I volunteered
to learn and help. Over the course of the year I learned everything I could and come
the championships, the posi ve comments just kept coming.
I was recently made Manager of Arbiters (Home). I volunteered to do the job because the role needed to be ﬁlled, I had just ﬁnished my university course and I
wanted to help. There were other jobs that people wanted me to do but I chose
this.
Finally my latest goal is to obtain the Interna onal Arbiters tle. When I became
ECF arbiter I set my sights on it and promised to go for it when I had more experience. Now I have that experience it’s me to achieve my long me goal.
Most memorable moments: An Ironing board turning up near my Liveboards desk
at the Bri sh. The puns that day were never-ending and great fun. I moved it into
the oﬃce in case there were any wrinkles Lara wanted to get out of the Bri sh.
Favourite Food/Drink: In order of preference - Vimto, Coca-Cola, Tea, Water.
Favourite Music: Soundtrack: Being a gamer I enjoy various diﬀerent types of music. So the music that feature in games and ﬁlms is a par cular favourite.
Favourite Films: Star Wars, Back to the Future trilogy.
Favourite TV show: Only Fools and Horses, Open All Hours, ‘Allo ‘Allo and of
course The Master Game.
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ARBITING & PLAYING
Is it possible to be both the arbiter of
an event and a player in it? Certainly
one or two of the more vociferous
posters on the ECForum seem to believe that arbiters and players are
two diﬀerent animals who share few
if any characteris cs. Many arbiters
are also organisers to further complicate the picture. I ﬁnd it annoying when the
composi on of a commi ee is cri cised because it has “too many arbiters”.
FIDE regula ons ban an arbiter of a tle event from playing in it even if this is only
to prevent someone having a bye. I have even seen it claimed that you cannot be
an arbiter in a FIDE rated event as FM tles are possible. I do not regard this to be a
valid conclusion from what is stated., though I see how such an interpreta on can
be made
“1.17 No arbiter may play in a tle tournament even just as a ﬁller.”
For a top event such as Has ngs or the Bri sh it seems reasonable that the Chief
Arbiter should not be able to par cipate, but does this hold true for an assistant
arbiter? This rule which came into force in July 2013 stops arbiters of even one
round of the 4NCL from playing in a diﬀerent round and even in a diﬀerent division.
This applies to all divisions as although norms are only likely if you play in the 1st it
is possible to combine games in other divisions with those to give you the nine
games required. The results are submi ed for the tournament as a whole and not
as separate events.
The legality of the situa on is therefore that an arbiter can play in any tournament
except those where tle norms may be achieved. But what of the prac cality?
Here I certainly don’t like to arbit and play other than as a ﬁller and even then only
with another arbiter present. I used to run a small local tournament involving 4 or 5
local clubs for the county championship. It had between 20 and 30 players. I would
play if there was an odd number of entrants (as opposed to a number of odd entrants!). In the last one of those I played I had the situa on where my opponent
claimed a draw under 10.2. The posi on was such that I had a very slim chance of
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winning if he went wrong. If it had been another game then I would have immediately said “play on”. Because it was my game (and I was the only arbiter) I felt
obliged to accept the draw claim. I’ve never played again under the same circumstances. My advice would be to make sure that if you do have these dual roles that
there is a deputy to rule on anything that comes up in your game. (You may need
an alternate deputy if you end up playing the ﬁrst one!)
I’ve also seen it claimed that an arbiter may ‘ﬁx’ the draw if he or she is playing. I
really doubt that that is a problem. I was once asked to check a club championship
pairing by the person running the event. I had a look at it and said that no-one else
playing would spot anything wrong but then altered a couple of his pairings and
suggested that those were be er. I realised that rather than commen ng he was
staring at me. It was only when I asked him why and he suggested that I looked at
the cards closely did I see that I had suggested pairing the two of us together. Un l
that point I had not looked at the players names.
If doing the pairing is thought to be a problem then perhaps computerised pairings
could be used. There is some free so ware available though the quality is not that
great but it does remove the possibility of such an accusa on being made.
Draw Claims in the Last Two Minutes of a League Match
This con nues to be a bone of conten on. I know of one player who has had 3 incidents referred to his local league in a 9 game season. I believe his are the only ones
however!! Had the me control included increments none of these problems
would have occurred.
Despite the absence of an arbiter we should be encouraging local leagues to sancon the new law which allows for incremental mes to be introduced when a player
reaches the last two minutes should he/she wish.
G.4

If the player having the move has less than two minutes le on his clock, he
may request that a me delay or cumula ve me of an extra ﬁve seconds be
introduced for both players, if possible. This cons tutes the oﬀer of a draw. If
refused, and the arbiter agrees to the request, the clocks shall then be set
with the extra me; the opponent shall be awarded two extra minutes and
the game shall con nue.

If only a few digital clocks are available this provides an excellent way for the players
to ﬁnish the game themselves without the need for external interven on.
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If the players were originally playing with an analogue clock then they will need to
transfer to a digital. To save me and confusion this digital should have been previously set for a single session with 5 second increments. The mes on the clocks
(plus two minutes for the non-claimant) can then be edited into the clock.
If the players have been using a digital from the start the same process could be
used. If however the same clock has to be used the players should write down the
mes before a emp ng to reset the clock with the appropriate me control.
So ware and Clock Reviews
I would like to hear opinions on tournament so ware and digital clocks
for both Arbi ng Ma ers and our
website. These reviews can be from
either the arbiter’s viewpoint or that
of a player. Posi ve and nega ve
reviews are welcome.

Items for inclusion in future issues should be sent to Alex McFarlane
ahmcfarlane@yahoo.co.uk
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